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In relation to a polar continuum, this paper presents a 2-D shear deformable theory for the high frequency vibra-
tions of a thin elastic shell. To begin with, the 3-D fundamental equations of the micropolar elastic continuum are
expressed as the Euler–Lagrange equations of a uniﬁed variational principle. Next, the kinematic variables of the shell
are represented by the power series expansions in its thickness coordinate, and then, they are used to establish the 2-D
theory by means of the variational principle. The 2-D theory is derived in invariant variational and diﬀerential forms
and governs all the types of vibrations of the functionally graded micropolar shell. Lastly, the uniqueness is investigated
in solutions of the initial mixed boundary value problems deﬁned by the 2-D theory, and some of special cases are indi-
cated in the theory.
 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Polar materials are certain class of materials possessing granular, ﬁbrous or coarse-grain structure that
can support the couple stresses and the body couples and are inﬂuenced by the spin inertia. Research inter-
est in polar continua was initiated by Poisson in 1842 and was elaborated by Voigt in 1887 (see, e.g., Love,
1944), and many other pioneers, Kirchhoﬀ, Clebsch, Duhem, the Cosserat brothers and Sudria made some
contributions. The reason of departure from the classical (non-polar) theory of elasticity to the polar theory
of elasticity was due to the discrepancies between the result of the classical theory and the experiments in
certain instances. In fact, it is known that the classical theory fails to explain the dispersion phenomena at0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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of granular materials and materials with large molecules such as polymers, and in analysing the stress con-
centrations near notches and cracks. The discrepancies were attributed to the basic axiom of the classical
theory, that is, the transmission of interaction between any two particles of materials is assumed to be solely
through the action of a force vector. As a ﬁrst step to eliminate the discrepancies, Voigt (1887) postulated,
contrary to Cauchys second law of motion, that the transmission of interaction is through a force vector as
well as a couple or moment vector, thus giving rise to the so-called couple stress theory of elasticity. In the
couple stress or polar theory, a material element of continua has six-degrees of freedom, a displacement
vector and an independent microrotation vector, whereas it has three-degrees of freedom in the non-polar
theory. Following Voigt, the Cosserat brothers (1909) developed a rational polar theory of continua but
omitting the constitutive relations. Some ﬁfty years later, an explosion of renewed interest arose for polar
continua and further emphasis was directed to related theories by a number of eminent scientists (e.g., Gu¨n-
ther, 1958; Truesdell and Toupin, 1960; Grioli, 1960; Aero and Kuvshinskii, 1961; Mindlin and Tiersten,
1962; Toupin, 1964; Eringen and Suhubi, 1964; Palmov, 1964; Koiter, 1964). The polar theories of continua
with rigid and deformable directors were reviewed, including the historical background and developments,
the inherent assumptions in the theories advanced to date, and the applications (e.g., Kunin, 1982, 1983;
Capriz, 1989; Erofeyev, 2003).
Among the polar theories of continua, the micropolar theory that may be applicable to both solids and
ﬂuids is adopted here due to its deterministic, experimentally corroborated and hence universally accepted
nature. Eringen and Suhubi (1964) initiated the theory as a special case of their continuum theory of micro-
elastic solids. Later, the theory was recapitulated, discussed its thermodynamical foundations and renamed it
as the micropolar theory where the stretches and distortion of microstructure were excluded (i.e., rigid direc-
tors). The micropolar theory is now a subject of intensive study from both mathematical and engineering
point of view. However, relatively few experimental studies of a corroborative character were conducted
so as to identify the materials of which the behaviour tallies with that of micropolar continua (e.g., Gauthier,
1982). This is largely due to the diﬃculty in isolating the eﬀect of couple stress, and hence, in determining the
micropolar material constants. Recently, an up-to-date works devoted to micropolar elasticity theory were
presented, including some static and dynamic applications (e.g., Dyszlewicz, 2004, and references therein).
The micropolar theory takes into account the granular character of a continuum and describes its defor-
mations by a pair of the displacement and microrotation vectors. Of the fundamental equations of the the-
ory, the divergence equations were developed in integral (global) from, and then, they were established in
diﬀerential form under certain regularity and local diﬀerentiability conditions of the ﬁeld variables. The rest
of the fundamental equations (i.e., the gradient equations, the constitutive relations, and the boundary and
initial conditions) were stated in diﬀerential form. The internal consistency of the fundamental equations,
that is, the existence and uniqueness in their solutions was well established. The fundamental equations
were alternatively expressed in variational form through some variational principles with their well-known
features. Hellinger (1914) and much later Reissner (1950, 1965) was the ﬁrst to obtain some variational
principles that generate the divergence equations and the divergence equations together with the natural
boundary conditions, respectively, in elasticity as well as in polar (oriented) elasticity. Several variational
principles with their reciprocals were derived in micropolar elasticity, including even the non-local, thermal
and electrical eﬀects (e.g., Do¨kmeci, 1973, 1979; Nowacki, 1986; Felippa, 1992; Steinmann and Stein, 1997;
Mosconi, 2002, and references cited therein). Most recently, as an extension of the Hellinger–Reissner var-
iational principles, Altay and Do¨kmeci (2004a,b) formulated a uniﬁed variational principle for laminated
polar elastic continua. This variational principle is now used in deriving the system of 2-D equations for the
high frequency vibrations of micropolar shells.
Shells are the 3-D structural elements characterised by a geometric parameter  1, that is, their 1-D is
much smaller than the others. Accordingly, they were mathematically modelled as a 2-D continuum and
their physical response was almost always predicted by use of the 2-D equations deduced from the 3-D
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mainly on a kinematic hypothesis was employed, and they can be found in the treatises (Kilchevskiy,
1965; Naghdi, 1972; Villaggio, 1997; Libai and Simmonds, 1998; Rubin, 2000). Both the 3-D fundamental
equations and the 2-D equations inherently contain some inevitable as well as unmeasurable errors of exper-
imental nature in the constitutive relations, though the former is more accurate and less tractable in compu-
tation than the latter. The relative merit of using either the fundamental equations or the lower order
equations essentially depends on the geometric parameter; this point of importance was recently discussed
(Altay and Dokmeci, 2003). By use of the 2-D equations, the vibrations of shells with various shapes, vibra-
tion modes and materials were abundantly investigated, including some experimental measurements of spe-
ciﬁc characteristics (e.g., Liew et al., 1993; Steele et al., 1995; Qatu, 2002). These works were mainly directed
toward the vibrations of shells made of non-polar materials under the mechanical eﬀects at low frequencies
where the wavelength is large as compared with the shell thickness. At high frequencies where the wavelength
is of the order of magnitude or smaller than the thickness, only a few works were reported dealing with the
vibrations of shells subjected to the coupled mechanical and/or electrical, thermal and magnetic eﬀects (e.g.,
Le, 1999; Wang and Yang, 2000; Altay and Dokmeci, 2001). However, no results were reported for the
vibrations of shells made of functionally graded non-polar or micropolar materials. Functionally graded
materials are properly conceived and tailored to achieve particular combination and characteristics of mate-
rials desired. They have properties varying continuously in certain direction as a new design feature for struc-
tural elements at high frequency vibrations in advanced technologies (Suresh and Mortensen, 1998).
Investigations concerning micropolar structural elements were rather scanty and mostly devoted to
speciﬁc problems of rods (e.g., Smith, 1970; Potapenko et al., 2004), plates (e.g., Arıman, 1968) and shells
with special geometrical conﬁguration (Yeh and Chen, 1993). A 2-D theory of micropolar plates was for-
mulated as an extension of the classical theory of elastic plates (Eringen, 1967) and using a method of
asymptotic expansion (Green and Naghdi, 1967; Erbay, 2000). Some results under the plane stress assump-
tion (Ambartsumian, 2002) and a canonical formulation (Saczuk, 1995) for the micropolar shells were
given. Within the context of Loves second approximation of elastic shells, a 2-D theory of micropolar
shells was deduced from the 3-D fundamental equations (Do¨kmeci, 1970). A comprehensive survey on
shells made of polar materials was reported with no works on the vibrations of micropolar shells at high
frequency or with functionally graded material and/or in fully variational form (Rubin, 2000; Qatu,
2002; Dyszlewicz, 2004; Rubin and Benveniste, 2004).
The aim of this paper is to derive a system of 2-D shear deformable equations for the high frequency
vibrations of micropolar thin elastic shells in invariant diﬀerential and variational forms, to examine the
uniqueness of solutions in the system of 2-D shell equations and to point out certain special cases.
The remainder of this section contains the notation to be used in the paper. This is followed in Section 2
by a summary of the 3-D fundamental equations of micropolar elasticity in diﬀerential form, and also in
variational form. In Section 3, the kinematics of a micropolar shell is considered, the displacement and
microrotation vectors are represented by the power series expansions in the thickness coordinate. Also,
the 2-D linear gradient equations and non-linear constitutive relations of the functionally graded shell
are recorded in this section. Section 4 is concerned with the derivation of the 2-D equations of the shell,
including the divergence equations, the boundary and initial conditions by means of the uniﬁed variational
principle together with the series expansions. A system of the 2-D equations of the shell is stated in both
invariant diﬀerential and variational forms in Section 5. Next, the uniqueness in solutions of the initial
mixed boundary value problems deﬁned by the system of the 2-D shell equations is examined in Section
6. In the last section, some conclusions are drawn involving further needs of research, certain special cases
and some applications. Some preliminaries of surface geometry were given for ease of reference in Appen-
dix A, and nomenclature in Appendix B.
Notation. In this paper, standard space and surface tensors are freely used in an Euclidean 3-D space N.
Accordingly, Einsteins summation convention is implied for all repeated subscript or superscript indices,
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Greek indices with the ranges 1 and 2 to surface tensors. The hi-system of the space N is identiﬁed with a
ﬁxed, right-handed set of geodesic normal coordinates. A superposed dot stands for time diﬀerentiation,
a comma for partial diﬀerentiation with respect to an indicated space coordinate, and a semicolon and a
colon for covariant diﬀerentiation with respect to an indicated space coordinate using the space and surface
metrics, respectively. Further, an asterisk is used to denote prescribed initial and boundary quantities. A
ﬁnite and bounded, regular micropolar region X + oX with its piecewise boundary surface oX and closure
X of the space is indicated by X(t) at time t. The time interval is denoted by T = [t0, t1) where t1 > t0 may be
inﬁnity and the Cartesian product of the region X and the time interval T by X · T. An overbar is used to
indicate the ﬁeld quantities referred to the base vectors of the middle surface of a shell with its thickness 2h,
and Z = [h,h] to the thickness interval. Also, Cmn refers to a class of functions with derivatives of order up
to and including (m) and (n) with respect to the space coordinates hi and time t. The (n) and (p) are used to
indicate the non-polar and polar parts of a quantity, respectively.2. Fundamental equations of micropolar elasticity
In the Euclidean 3-D space N, consider a ﬁxed, right-handed system of geodesic normal coordinates hi.
Let X + oX with its smooth boundary surface oX and closure X denote the regular region of a micropolar
continuum. The region is referred to the system of coordinates hi. The complementary regular sub-surfaces
of the region X + oX are indicated by (oXu,oXt) and (oX/,oXm), that is, oXu [ oXt = oX and
oXu \ oXt = B, and so on, and the unit outward vector normal to the surfaces by ni. Further, let X T
represent the domain of deﬁnitions for the micropolar elastic ﬁelds of functions of the coordinates hi
and time t of the class Cab. The 3-D fundamental equations of the continuum may be grouped as the diver-
gence and gradient equations, the constitutive relations and the initial and boundary conditions to supple-
ment them. Now, for an ease of reference, they are summarised below for an anisotropic micropolar but
non-local as well as non-relativistic elastic continuum (e.g., Eringen, 1999).
Divergence equations (Cauchys ﬁrst and second laws of motion)Djn ¼ tij;i þ qðf j  ajÞ ¼ 0 in X T ð2:1Þ
Djp ¼ mij;i þ ejkltkl þ qðlj  bjÞ ¼ 0 in X T ð2:2Þwhere tij, q, fj, ai ¼ €uj, ui; mij, lj, bj ¼ J ji€/i, Jij, /i and eijk stand for the asymmetric stress tensor, the mass
density, the body force vector, the acceleration vector, the displacement vector; the couple stress tensor, the
body couple vector, the microacceleration vector, the microinertia tensor, the microrotation vector, and the
alternating tensor, respectively.
Gradient equationsGnij ¼ eij  ðuj;i þ ejik/kÞ ¼ 0 in X T ð2:3Þ
Gpij ¼ ij  /i;j ¼ 0 in X T ð2:4Þwhere eij and ij are the strain and microstrain tensors.
Constitutive relationsCijn ¼ tij 
oR
oeij
¼ 0 in X T ð2:5Þ
Cijp ¼ mij 
oR
oij
¼ 0 in X T ð2:6Þ
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ðCijkleijekl þ Bijkljilk þ 2Aijkleijkl  2AijHeij  2BijHijÞ ð2:7ÞBy virtue of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), the linear constitutive equations are given byCijn ¼ tij  ðCijklekl þ Aijklkl  AijHÞ ¼ 0 in X T ð2:8Þ
Cijp ¼ mij  ðAkljiekl þ Bjiklkl  BjiHÞ ¼ 0 in X T ð2:9ÞIn these equations, H(hi) denotes a prescribed steady temperature increment, and (Aij,Bij) and (Cijkl = Cklij,
Bijkl = Bklij) refer to the linear thermal expansion coeﬃcients at constant stress and the isothermal elastic
stiﬀnesses, respectively. Moreover, they are specialised to the case of isotropy asAij ¼ b0gij; Bij ¼ 0; Aijkl ¼ 0 ð2:10Þ
Cijkl ¼ kgijgkl þ ðlþ jÞgikgjl þ lgilgjk; Bijkl ¼ agijgkl þ bgilgjk þ cgikgjl ð2:11ÞHere, k and l stand for Lame´s elasticity constants, b0 for the coeﬃcient of linear thermal expansion, and a,
b, c and j are the four additional elastic moduli of isotropic micropolar continuum. In view of Eqs. (2.10)
and (2.11), the linear constitutive relations from Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) takes the formCijnl ¼ tij  kgklgijekl þ ðlþ jÞgikgjlekl þ lgilgjkelk  BHgij
  ¼ 0 ð2:12Þ
Cijpl ¼ mij  ðakkgij þ bgkigljkl þ clkgligkjÞ ¼ 0 ð2:13ÞAlso, the microinertia tensor becomes Jij = Jgij.
Boundary conditionsBjn ¼ tj  nitij ¼ 0 on oXt  T ð2:14Þ
Bni ¼ ui  ui ¼ 0 on oXu  T ð2:15Þ
Bjp ¼ mj  nimij ¼ 0 on oXm  T ð2:16Þ
Bpi ¼ /i  /i ¼ 0 on oX/  T ð2:17Þwhere t j = nit
ij and m j = nim
ij are the stress and couple stress vectors, respectively.
Initial conditionsIni ¼ uiðhj; t0Þ  vi ðhjÞ ¼ 0; Jni ¼ wi ðhjÞ  _uiðhj; t0Þ ¼ 0 in Xðt0Þ ð2:18Þ
Ipi ¼ /iðhj; t0Þ  ui ðhjÞ ¼ 0; Jpi ¼ Ui ðhjÞ  _/iðhj; t0Þ ¼ 0 in Xðt0Þ ð2:19ÞFundamental equations. The system of foregoing Eqs. (2.1)–(2.9) is deterministic, that is, there exist 42
equations for 42 dependent variables, (tij 2 C10, eij 2 C00, ui 2 C12) and (mij 2 C10, ij 2 C00, /i 2 C12), of
the functions of the space coordinates hi and time t. The boundary and initial conditions (2.14)–(2.19)
are shown to be suﬃcient for a unique solution of the linear Eqs. (2.1)–(2.4), (2.8) and (2.9). Now the system
of fundamental equations is expressed by the Euler–Lagrange equations of a uniﬁed variational principle
(Altay and Dokmeci, 2004a,b) as follows:
Uniﬁed variational principle. The principle is deduced from Hamiltons principle by modifying it through
an involutory transformation, and it is expressed asdLfKg ¼ 0 ð2:20Þ
with its functional of the form
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Z
T
dt
Z
X
k  Rðeij; ijÞ
 
dV þ
Z
T
dt
Z
X
ðtijGnij þ mijGpijÞdV þ
Z
T
dt
Z
X
qðf iui þ li/iÞdV
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
oXu
Bni njt
ij dS þ
Z
T
dt
Z
oXt
tiui dS þ
Z
T
dt
Z
X/
Bpi njm
ij dS þ
Z
T
dt
Z
oXm
mi/i dS ð2:21aÞand its admissible state of the formKA ¼ fui 2 C12; eij 2 C00; tij 2 C10; /i 2 C12; ij 2 C00;mij 2 C10g ð2:21bÞ
for a regular region X + oX of the micropolar continuum. In Eq. (2.20), the kinetic energy density is given
byk ¼ kn þ kp; kn ¼ 12q _ui _ui; kp ¼ 12qJ ij _/i _/j ð2:22Þ
Executing the variations indicated in Eq. (2.20), one arrives at the variational equation of the formdLfKg ¼ dLnfKng þ dLpfKpg ¼ 0; KA ¼ Kn [ Kp ð2:23Þ
Here, the denotations of the formdLn Kn ¼ ui; eij; tij
  ¼ Z
T
dt
Z
X
ðDindui þ Gnijdtij þ Cijn deijÞdV þ
Z
T
dt
Z
oXt
Bindui dS
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
oXu
Bni njdt
ij dS ð2:24Þ
dLp Kp ¼ /i; ij;mij
  ¼ Z
T
dt
Z
X
ðDipd/i þ Gpijdmij þ Cijp dijÞdV þ
Z
T
dt
Z
oXm
Bipd/i dS
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
oX/
Bpi njdm
ij dS ð2:25Þare introduced.
Evidently, the Euler–Lagrange equations of the functional have all the fundamental equations of micro-
polar elasticity except the initial conditions. The variational principle with its functional is an integral type
of variational principles with their well-known features. The functional (2.21) contains the virtual work
associated with the surface tractions and couples, ti and m
i
, and hence it is expressed in a mathematically,
though not physically, an appropriate form.3. Deformation and strain ﬁelds, and constitutive relations
General background. The shell of uniform thickness 2h is mathematically approximated to a 2-D surface
by the fundamental assumption of the forms ¼ 2hR0  1; gs ¼
2h
L
 1 ð3:1aÞHere, s and gs, R0 and L represent the shell parameters, the least principal radius of curvature and the
smallest structural dimension of the middle surface, respectively. Besides, the ﬁrst of the restriction (3.1)
is a suﬃcient condition to ensure the existence of the shell tensor (or the shifters) lab that plays an important
role in the relationships between the space and surface tensors (Naghdi, 1972).
Moreover, no singularity or discontinuity of geometric and loading type is considered in the shell region
V + oV, and hence, all the ﬁeld variables together with their derivatives are taken to be exist, single-valued
and piecewise continuous functions of the space coordinates and time. The ﬁeld variables are assumed not
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val Z. Besides, the shell region is taken to be at an elastic range under the mechanical and steady thermal
loads. The micropolar region, V + oV, is treated as a thin (not moderately thick or thick) shell within the
linear theory of micropolar elasticity. The thinness hypothesis is characterised by the parameters s and gs,
while the range of applicability of the geometrically linear theory is primarily determined by another shell
parameter of the formks ¼ max uij j
2h
ð3:1bÞwhere ui are the components of the mechanical displacements of the shell. Only, a very few authors (e.g.,
Kilchevskiy, 1965; John, 1965; Berger, 1973) were concerned with the upper limits of the shell parameters,
and they proposed somewhat arbitrary limits based on the physical considerations. The parameters evi-
dently appeal to much greater elaboration that involves simultaneously the errors of both the kinematical
and constitutive nature as discussed in a treatise (Libai and Simmonds, 1998) and a recent comment (Altay
and Do¨kmeci, 2003).
Method of reduction. Among the various methods of reduction (e.g., Koiter and Simmonds, 1973;
Goldenveizer, 1997; Pikul, 2000), the method of series expansions is used for the derivation of the 2-D
equations of a micropolar shell. This method rests entirely upon the choice of a ﬁeld variable as a basis
of the derivation at the outset, that is, its series expansions in the thickness coordinate that should be com-
plete, and then, on a direct integration or variational averaging procedure over the thickness interval. The
deformation ﬁeld is chosen as the basis in deducing the 2-D shell equations from the 3-D fundamental equa-
tions of micropolar elasticity. The kinematical choice is a conventional one due to the fact that the diﬀer-
entiation operation is usually simpler than the integration operation, and also, no further equations of
compatibility type involve with the derivation. A large class of reﬁned theories of shells (plates) and rods
made of several materials was derived by use of kinematic hypotheses. Besides, all the signiﬁcant eﬀects of
higher orders can be taken into account by use of the series expansions of the deformation ﬁeld. The series
expansions can be truncated at a speciﬁc order of approximation so as to yield the classical results of elastic
shells and plates. Moreover, any other ﬁeld quantity may be selected as the basis of derivation in lieu of the
deformation ﬁeld (e.g., stresses, strains, and energy). The choice of the basis is an important one, and it was
recently discussed, including various methods of reduction (Altay and Do¨kmeci, 2003).
Micropolar deformation ﬁeld. In view of the fundamental assumptions, (3.1), the shifted components of
the displacement and microrotation vectors of the micropolar shell are approximately expressed byuiðhi; tÞ ¼
XM
n¼0
uðnÞi ðha; tÞWðiÞðnÞðh3Þ ð3:2Þ
/iðhi; tÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
/ðnÞi ðha; tÞUðiÞðnÞðh3Þ ð3:3ÞHere, the shifted components stand for the components referred to the base vectors of the middle surface.
In Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), from the mathematical standpoint, a separation of variables solution is sought for
the 2-D equations of the micropolar shell which are derived in the following sections. Thus, the vector func-
tions, uðnÞi 2 C12 and /ðnÞi 2 C12, of order (n) are unknown a priori and independent functions of the surface
coordinates ha and time t. The approximating functions, WðnÞi and U
ðnÞ
i , are consistently taken in the formWðnÞi ¼ UðnÞi ¼ zn; M ¼ N ð3:4Þ
The kinematic hypothesis, Eqs. (3.2)–(3.4), is a generalisation of the Kirchhoﬀ–Love hypotheses of elastic
shells that was widely used in deriving the higher order theories of structural elements (Wang and Yang,
2000). The conventional shell equations include only the two tangential components of the microrotation
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be readily omitted in the resulting 2-D shell equations.
Micropolar gradient equations. The kinematic expansions, (3.2)–(3.4), obviously imply similar expansions
for their derivatives in the gradient Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), namelyfeijðhi; tÞ; ijðhi; tÞg ¼
XN
n¼0
znfeðnÞij ðha; tÞ; ðnÞij ðha; tÞg ð3:5ÞTo obtain the explicit expressions of the strain and microstrain of order (n), the variational gradient equa-
tion from Eq. (2.23) together with Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) is stated bydLgftij;mijg ¼ dLgnftijg þ dLgpfmijg ð3:6Þ
withdLgnftijg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
A
l½eij  ðuj;i þ ejik/kÞdtij dA ð3:7aÞ
dLgpfmijg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
A
lðij  /j;iÞdmij dA ð3:7bÞfor the shell region. The expansions (3.5) are inserted into these equations by replacing the deformation
components (3.2) and (3.3), and utilizing the relations (A.11), the components and their covariant deriva-
tives are expressed in terms of their shifted equivalents and the derivatives with respect to the surface met-
rics, respectively. Then, the integration is performed with respect to the thickness coordinate, and the strain
and microstrain ﬁelds of order (n) are obtained asdLgfT ijðnÞ;MijðnÞg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
XN
n¼0
ðeðnÞij  1ðnÞij ÞdT ijðnÞ þ ððnÞij  fðnÞijÞ ÞdMijðnÞ
h i
dA ð3:8ÞHere, 1ijðnÞðha; tÞ and fðnÞij ðha; tÞ are deﬁned by
1ðnÞab ¼ uðnÞb:a  bbauðnÞ3  ðbmbuðn1Þv: a  cabuðn1Þ3 Þ þ ebað/ðnÞ3  2Rm/ðn1Þ3 þ Rg/ðn2Þ3 Þ
1ðnÞa3 ¼ uðnÞ3;a þ bbauðnÞb þ eab½/bðnÞ þ ðbbm  2Rmdbm Þ/mðn1Þ
1ðnÞ3a ¼ ðnþ 1Þuðnþ1Þa  nbbauðnÞb þ eab½/bðnÞ þ ðbbm  2Rmdbm Þ/mðn1Þ; 1ðnÞ33 ¼ ðnþ 1Þuðnþ1Þ3
ð3:9ÞandfðnÞab ¼ /ðnÞb:a  bba/ðnÞ3  ðbmb/ðn1Þv: a  cab/ðn1Þ3 Þ; fðnÞa3 ¼ /ðnÞ3;a þ bba/ðnÞb
fðnÞ3a ¼ ðnþ 1Þ/ðnþ1Þa  nbba/ðnÞb ; 1ðnÞ33 ¼ ðnþ 1Þ/ðnþ1Þ3
ð3:10ÞBesides, the stress and couple stress resultants of order (n) that may be readily reduced to those deﬁned in
terms of the physical components throughfT ijðnÞ;MijðnÞg ¼
Z
Z
ftij;mijglzn dz ð3:11Þper unit length of the coordinate curves on the reference surface are introduced in Eq. (3.8).
Constitutive relations. The material of the micropolar shell is taken to be functionally graded along the
thickness, and hence, the elastic energy density R, the mass density q and the material coeﬃcients, Aijkl, Bijkl,
Cijkl, Aij and Bij in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) are continuously dependent on the thickness coordinate z. The
dependency on the thickness coordinate was discussed and several criteria were proposed in choosing it
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variational constitutive equation from Eq. (2.23) together with Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), namelydLcfeij; ijg ¼ dLcnfeijg þ dLcpfijg ð3:12aÞ
withdLcnfeijg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
A
tij  oR
oeij
 
deijldA;
dLcpfijg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
A
mij  oR
oij
 
dijldA ð3:12bÞfor the shell region. Substituting Eq. (3.6) into this equation, and then integrating with respect to the thick-
ness coordinate z and using Eq. (3.11), one reads the variational constitutive relations of the formdLcnfeðnÞij g ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
T ijðnÞ 
oC
oeðnÞij
 !
deðnÞij dA;
dLcpfðnÞij g ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
MijðnÞ 
oC
oðnÞij
 !
dðnÞij dA
ð3:13ÞHere, the elastic energy per unit area of the reference surface A byC ¼
Z
Z
Rldz ð3:14Þis deﬁned.
In order to obtain the linear constitutive equations of the micropolar shell, the quadratic version of the
elastic energy function in Eq. (2.7) is inserted into Eq. (4.14) and then it is evaluated as before with the
resultdLcnfeðnÞij g ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
T ijðnÞ  T ijðnÞc
 	
deðnÞij dA
dLcpfðnÞij g ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
MijðnÞ MijðnÞc
 	
dðnÞij dA
ð3:15ÞwhereT ijðnÞc ¼
XN
m¼0
CijklðmþnÞe
ðmÞ
ij þ AijklðmþnÞðmÞkl  AijðmþnÞHðmÞ
 	
ð3:16Þ
MijðnÞc ¼
XN
m¼0
BijklðmþnÞ
ðmÞ
ij þ AijklðmþnÞeðmÞkl  BijðmþnÞHðmþnÞ
 	
ð3:17ÞHere, the prescribed steady temperature increment is represented by the power series in the thickness coor-
dinate of the fromH ¼
XN
n¼0
HðnÞzn ð3:18Þin consistent with the deformation ﬁeld, Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). Also, the material coeﬃcients of order (n) byAijklðnÞ ðhaÞ;BijklðnÞ ðhaÞ;CijklðnÞ ðhaÞ;AijðnÞ;BijðnÞðhaÞ
n o
¼
Z
Z
Aijkl;Bijkl;Cijkl;Aij;Bij
 
znldz ð3:19Þ
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wherefIn; lng ¼
Z
Z
znf1; lgdz; ln ¼ In  2I ðnþ1ÞRm þ I ðnþ2ÞRg; In¼2p ¼
2hnþ1
ðnþ 1Þ ; In¼2pþ1 ¼ 0 ð3:21ÞHere, In is the moment of inertia of order (n).4. Divergence equations and boundary and initial conditions
In this section, paralleling to the derivation of the 2-D shell equations in the previous section, the 2-D
divergence equations and the boundary conditions of the shell are deduced in variational form from the 3-D
fundamental equations of micropolar elasticity. The derivation of the 2-D equations can be also accom-
plished through a direct integration of the 3-D fundamental equations in diﬀerential form. This will not
be included here, since the diﬀerential shell equations are reported in the next section.
Micropolar divergence equations. With the aid of Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.23), the variational divergence
equation is written asdLdfui; /ig ¼ dLdnfuig þ dLdpf/ig ð4:1Þ
with the denotations of the formdLdnfuig ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
A
tbr;b þ t3r;3 þ qðf r  arÞ
h i
lardua þ ta3;a þ t33;3 þ qðf 3  a3Þ
h i
du3
n o
ldA
dLdpf/ig ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
A
mbr;b þ m3r;3 þ gbrebkltkl þ qðlr  brÞ
h i
lardua
n
þ ma3;a þ m33;3 þ e3kltkl þ qðl3  b3Þ
h i
d/3
o
ldA ð4:2Þin terms of the shifted components of the deformation ﬁeld. Inserting the expansions of the deformation
ﬁeld, (3.2) and (3.3), into these equations, replacing the covariant derivatives with respect to the space met-
rics by those designated by a colon (:) with respect to the surface metrics through the identities (A.12)–
(A.14) and using (A.11), the variational equations above may be written asdLdnfuðnÞi g ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
dA
Z
Z
ldz
XN
n¼0
½lðtba  zbartbrÞzn: b:
nD
 lbabtb3zn  nlðt3a  zbart3rÞzn1
þ lðt3a  zbabt3bÞzn;3 þ qðlabf b  €uaÞoduðnÞa
þ ½ðlta3znÞ: a þ lbrbðtbr  zbra tbaÞzn  nlt33zn1 þ qðf 3  €u3Þ þ ðlt33znÞ;3duðnÞ3
E
ð4:3Þ
dLdpf/ðnÞi g ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
dA
Z
Z
ldz
XN
n¼0
½lðmba  zbarmbrÞzn: b:
nD
 lbabmb3zn  nlðm3a  zbarm3rÞzn1
þ lðm3a  zbabm3bÞzn;3 þ ebrðaab þ zdbaÞtr 3½  þ qðlablb  €/aÞod/ðnÞa
þ ðlma3znÞ: a þ lbrbðmbr  zbrambaÞzn  nlm33zn1

þleabtab þ qðl3  €/
3Þ þ ðlm33znÞ;3d/ðnÞ3
E
ð4:4ÞHere, some simpliﬁcation together with Eq. (A.14) is considered.
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coordinate, one ﬁnally obtains the variational divergence equations of the micropolar shell of the formdLdfuðnÞi ;/ðnÞi g ¼ dLdnfuðnÞi g þ dLdpf/ðnÞi g ð4:5aÞ
withdLdnfuðnÞi g ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
XN
n¼0
ðV iðnÞ þ F iðnÞ  €A
i
ðnÞÞduðnÞi dA
dLdpf/ðnÞi g ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
XN
n¼0
ðW iðnÞ þ LiðnÞ  €B
i
ðnÞÞd/ðnÞi dA
ð4:5bÞHere, the denotations of the formV aðnÞ ¼ T baðnÞ  barT brðnþ1Þ
 	
: b
 babT b3ðnÞ  nðT 3aðn1Þ  babT 3bðnÞÞ þ P anðnÞ  QanðnÞ
V 3ðnÞ ¼ T a3ðnÞ: a þ babðT baðnÞ  barT brðnþ1ÞÞ  nT 33ðn1Þ þ P 3nðnÞ  Q3nðnÞ
ð4:6ÞandW aðnÞ ¼ ðMbaðnÞ  barMbrðnþ1ÞÞ: b  babMb3ðnÞ  nðM3aðn1Þ  babM3bðnÞÞ þ P apðnÞ  QapðnÞ
þ ebr aabT r 3½ ðnÞ þ dbaT r 3½ ðnþ1Þ
 	
W 3ðnÞ ¼ Ma3ðnÞ: a þ babðMbrðnÞ  barMbrðnþ1ÞÞ  nM33ðn1Þ þ P 3pðnÞ  Q3pðnÞ
þ eab T abðnÞ  brrT abðnþ1Þ þ RgT abðnþ2Þ
 	
ð4:7Þ
are given in terms of the stress and couple stress resultants (3.11). The surface loads of order (n), measured
per unit area of the middle surface, byfP inðnÞ;QinðnÞg ¼ lðt3i  zbabt3bdiaÞzn at z ¼ fh;hg
fP ipðnÞ;QipðnÞg ¼ lðm3i  zbabm3bdiaÞzn at z ¼ fh;hg
ð4:8Þand the body force and body couple resultants of order (n) byF iðnÞ ¼
Z
Z
qlznðf i  zbabf bdiaÞdz; LiðnÞ ¼
Z
Z
qlznðli  zbablbdiaÞdz ð4:9Þper unit area of A are given. The displacement and microrotation resultants of order (n) in the formfAiðnÞ;BiðnÞg ¼
XN
m¼0
qðmþnÞfuiðmÞ; J ij/ðmÞj g; qðnÞ ¼
Z
Z
qlzn dz ð4:10Þare introduced, and also, the notation asta½3 ¼ ta3  t3a ð4:11Þ
is deﬁned for an asymmetric stress tensor. In Eqs. (4.5) and (4.9), the mass density is taken to be q = q(z) in
consistent with the dependency of all the material properties.
Natural boundary conditions. From Eq. (2.23) and Eqs. (2.14)–(2.17), the variational boundary condi-
tions are expressed asdLb ¼ dLbnfui; tijg þ dLbpf/i;mijg ð4:12Þ
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dLbnfui; tijg ¼
T
dt
oXt
ðtj  nitijÞdui dS þ
T
dt
oXu
ðui  ui Þnjdtij dS ð4:13Þ
dLbpf/i;mijg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
oXm
ðmj  nimijÞd/i dS þ
Z
T
dt
Z
oXu
ð/i  /i Þnjdmij dS ð4:14ÞThe deformation ﬁeld is taken to be prescribed on certain part of the edge boundary surface and the
tractions are given on the remaining part of the edge boundary surface and the faces of the shell, namelyoXt ¼ Ct [ Slf [ Suf ; oXu ¼ Cu; oXm ¼ Cm [ Slf [ Suf ; oX/ ¼ C/ ð4:15Þ
Thus, the variational boundary condition (4.12) readsdLbn ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
Ct
ðtb  mrtrbÞlabdua þ ðt3  mata3Þdu3
h i
ldc
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Sf
ðtb  n3t3bÞlabdua þ ðt3  n3t33Þdu3
h i
dS
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
Cu
maðui  ui Þdtaildc ð4:16Þ
dLbp ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
Cm
ðmb  mrmrbÞlabd/a þ ðm3  mama3Þd/3
h i
ldc
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Sf
ðmb  n3m3bÞlabd/a þ ðm3  n3m33Þd/3
h i
dS
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Z
dz
Z
C/
mað/i  /i Þdmaildc ð4:17Þwhere Eq. (A.10) is considered.
Inserting the expansions (3.2) and (3.3) into the equations above and evaluating as before, the boundary
conditions are obtained asdLbn ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Ct
XN
n¼0
f½T aðnÞ  mrðT raðnÞ  babT rbðnþ1ÞÞduðnÞa þ ðT 3ðnÞ  maT a3ðnþ1ÞÞduðnÞ3 gdc
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Suf
XN
n¼0
ðP inðnÞ  P inðnÞÞduðnÞi dAþ
Z
T
dt
Z
Slf
XN
n¼0
ðQinðnÞ þ QinðnÞÞduðnÞi dA
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Cu
XN
n¼0
maðuðnÞi  uðnÞi ÞdT aibðnÞ dc ð4:18Þ
dLbp ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
Cm
XN
n¼0
f½MaðnÞ  mrðMraðnÞ  babMrbðnþ1ÞÞd/ðnÞa þ ðM3ðnÞ  maMa3ðnþ1ÞÞd/ðnÞ3 gdc
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Suf
XN
n¼0
ðP ipðnÞ  P ipðnÞÞd/ðnÞi dAþ
Z
T
dt
Z
Slf
XN
n¼0
ðQipðnÞ þ QipðnÞÞd/iðnÞ dA
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
C/
XN
n¼0
mað/ðnÞi  /ðnÞi ÞdMaibðnÞ dc ð4:19ÞHere, in consistent with Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), the prescribed deformation ﬁeld is expressed by the power ser-
ies expansions in the thickness coordinate. Also, the edge and surface loads of order (n) by
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Z
Z
ðti  zbabtbdiaÞlzn dz; fP inðnÞ;QinðnÞg ¼ ðti  zbabtbdiaÞlzn at z ¼ fh;hg ð4:20aÞand Z
MiðnÞ ¼
Z
ðmi  zbabmbdiaÞlzn dz;
fP ipðnÞ;QipðnÞg ¼ ðmi  zbabmbdiaÞlzn at z ¼ fh;hg
ð4:20bÞand the stress resultants of the formT aibðnÞ ¼ T aiðnÞ  babT brðnþ1Þdir; MaibðnÞ ¼ MaiðnÞ  babMbrðnþ1Þdir ð4:21Þ
are deﬁned.
Initial conditions. The prescribed initial functions of the deformation ﬁeld are represented by the
power series expansions as in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), and then the initial conditions (2.18) and (2.19) are given
byuðnÞi ðha; t0Þ  vðnÞi ðhaÞ ¼ 0; wðnÞi ðhaÞ  _uðnÞi ðha; t0Þ ¼ 0 on Aðt0Þ ð4:22Þ
for the displacement components and/ðnÞi ðha; t0Þ  uðnÞi ðhaÞ ¼ 0; UðnÞi ðhaÞ  _/
ðnÞ
i ðha; t0Þ ¼ 0 on Aðt0Þ ð4:23Þfor the microrotation components.5. A higher-order theory of micropolar shells
So far a hierarchical system of the 2-D higher-order equations is derived for the motions of a function-
ally graded micropolar thin shell of uniform thickness. It is consist of the gradient and divergence equations
(3.8) and (4.5), the constitutive relations (3.15), the natural boundary conditions (4.12) and the initial con-
ditions (4.22) and (4.23). All the equations are derived in variational form except the initial conditions in
diﬀerential form. Even the initial conditions may be derived in variational form through the appropriate
dislocation potential reported in (Altay and Dokmeci, 2004a,b). Now, inserting the foregoing equations
into the variational Eq. (2.23), the system of the 2-D shear deformable equations of the shell is expressed
in variational form asdLSfKSg ¼ dLSnfKSng þ dLSpfKSpg ¼ 0; KS ¼ KSn [ KSp ð5:1aÞ
with the admissible state asKSn ¼ fuðnÞi 2 C12; eðnÞij 2 C00; T ijðnÞ 2 C10g; KSp ¼ f/ðnÞi 2 C12; ðnÞij 2 C00;MijðnÞ 2 C10g ð5:1bÞHere, the denotation of the formdLSnfKSng ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ðeðnÞij  1ðnÞij ÞdT ijðnÞ þ T ijðnÞ 
oC
oeij
 
deðnÞij þ ½V iðnÞ þ qðF iðnÞ  €A
i
ðnÞÞduðnÞi

 
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Ct
XN
n¼0
½T iðnÞ  maðT riðnÞ  babT rbðnþ1ÞÞduðnÞi dcþ
Z
T
dt
Z
Cu
XN
n¼0
maðuðnÞi  uðnÞi ÞdT aiðnÞ dc
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Suf
XN
n¼0
ðP inðnÞ  P inðnÞÞduðnÞi dAþ
Z
T
dt
Z
Slf
XN
n¼0
ðQinðnÞ þ QinðnÞÞduðnÞi dA ð5:2Þ
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Z
T
dt
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ððnÞij  fðnÞij ÞdMijðnÞ þ MijðnÞ 
oC
oij
 
dðnÞij þ W iðnÞ þ qðLiðnÞ  €B
i
ðnÞÞ
h i
d/ðnÞi

 
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Cm
XN
n¼0
MiðnÞ  maðMriðnÞ  babMrbðnþ1ÞÞ
h i
d/ðnÞi þ
Z
T
dt
Z
C/
XN
n¼0
mað/ðnÞi  /ðnÞi ÞdMaiðnÞ dc
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
C/
XN
n¼0
mað/ðnÞi  /ðnÞi ÞdMaiðnÞ dcþ
Z
T
dt
Z
Suf
XN
n¼0
ðP ipðnÞ  P ipðnÞÞd/ðnÞi dA
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
Slf
XN
n¼0
ðQipðnÞ þ QipðnÞÞd/ðnÞi dA ð5:3Þis deﬁned. The system of the 2-D equations is derived in invariant form that may be readily expressible in a
speciﬁc set of coordinates most suitable to the shell geometry.
Next, the variational equation (5.1) leads, as its Euler–Lagrange equations, to the system of the 2-D
equations of the micropolar shell in diﬀerential form, namelyeðnÞij  1ðnÞij ¼ 0 on A T ð5:4aÞ
T ijðnÞ 
oC
oeðnÞij
¼ 0; T ijðnÞc  T ijðnÞ ¼ 0 on A T ð5:4bÞ
V iðnÞ þ F iðnÞ  €A
i
ðnÞ ¼ 0 on A T ð5:4cÞ
andT iðnÞ  maðT aiðnÞ  babT rbðnþ1ÞdirÞ ¼ 0 on Ct  T ð5:5aÞ
P inðnÞ  P inðnÞ ¼ 0 on Suf  T ; QinðnÞ þ QinðnÞ ¼ 0 on Slf  T ð5:5bÞ
uðnÞi  uðnÞi ¼ 0 on Cu  T ð5:5cÞand also,2ðnÞij  fðnÞij ¼ 0 on A T ð5:6aÞ
MijðnÞ 
oC
oðnÞij
¼ 0; MijðnÞc MijðnÞ ¼ 0 on A T ð5:6bÞ
W iðnÞ þ LiðnÞ  €B
i
ðnÞ ¼ 0 on A T ð5:6cÞ
andMiðnÞ  maðMaiðnÞ  babMrbðnþ1ÞdirÞ ¼ 0 on Cm  T ð5:7aÞ
P ipðnÞ  P ipðnÞ ¼ 0 on Suf  T ; QipðnÞ þ QipðnÞ ¼ 0 on Slf  T ð5:7bÞ
/ðnÞi  /ðnÞi ¼ 0 on C/  T ð5:7cÞin the notation of Eqs. (3.9), (3.10), (4.6), (4.20) and (4.21), since the volumetric and surface variations of
the admissible state are arbitrary.
The system of the 2-D equations of the micropolar shell is evidently deterministic with n 2 [0,N] where N
is a ﬁnite number selected for a particular case of interest. It comprises the (42N) equations governing the
(42N) dependent variables of the admissible state KS. Moreover, the linear system of the 2-D equations de-
ﬁnes the initial-mixed boundary value problems that have a unique solution under some prescribed bound-
ary and initial conditions, as is shown in the next section.
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The classical result dealing with the uniqueness of solutions was credited to Kirchhoﬀ in linear elasto-
statics and Neumann in linear elastodynamics (e.g., Love, 1944). Both of the results were relied on the po-
sitive-deﬁniteness of stored energies that is one of the irrevocable axioms in continuum physics. By
appealing to the energy argument, the uniqueness of solutions was investigated in the 3-D linear fundamen-
tal equations of certain continua (e.g., Weiner, 1957; Mindlin, 1974; Altay and Do¨kmeci, 2004b ) as well as
in the linear 1-D or 2-D linear equations of structural elements (e.g.,Warner, 1965; Green and Naghdi,
1971; Mindlin, 1974; Dokmeci, 1978). Mindlin (1974) enumerated the conditions suﬃcient for the unique-
ness in solutions of both the 3-D fundamental equations and the 2-D equations of high frequency equations
of crystal and thermopiezoelectric plates. Green and Naghdi (1971) were concerned with the uniqueness in
the linear theory of elastic plates and shells, as did Dokmeci (1978) in the theory of thermopiezoelectric
laminae. Apart from the energy argument, the methods of analyticity and logarithmic convexity argument,
those involving the reﬂection principles and the Protter technique, and Holmgrens theorem are currently
available in investigating the uniqueness of solutions (Knops and Payne, 1972). The methods with their own
features take a mathematical argument as fundamental, whereas the energy argument is based upon a phys-
ical axiom, and it is of wide use in the literature due to its relative simplicity (e.g., Altay and Dokmeci,
2001). Nevertheless, the newer logarithmic convexity argument (e.g., Altay and Do¨kmeci, 1998) that does
not impose a deﬁniteness condition on the material elasticities is preferred for its own intrinsic interest in
proving the following theorem of uniqueness in solutions of the 2-D fully linear theory of the micropolar
homogeneous shell.
Theorem. With reference to the hi-set of geodesic normal coordinates in the Euclidean 3-D space N, con-
sider the micropolar shell of uniform thickness with its regular region V + oV, boundary surface
oV(=Se [ Slf [ Suf), closure V ð¼ V [ oV Þ and the middle surface A at the time interval T = [t0, t1) under
a prescribed initial data. The shell region is set in a motion that is maintained by an application of the as-
signed surface tractions and couples and also the prescribed deformation ﬁeld over an appropriate portions
of the boundary surface S. Now, letKS ¼ Kn [ Kp; Kn ¼ fuðnÞi ; eðnÞi ; T ijðnÞg; Kp ¼ f/ðnÞi ; ðnÞi ;MijðnÞg on A T ð6:1Þbe an admissible state of the functions of (ha and t) that satisﬁes the hierarchical system of the 2-D gradient
equations, Eqs. (5.4a) and (5.6a), linear constitutive relations, Eqs. (5.4b) and (5.6b) together with Eqs.
(3.16) and (3.17), divergence equations, Eqs. (5.4c) and (5.6c), boundary conditions, Eqs. (5.5) and (5.7),
and initial conditions (4.22) and (4.23). Also, let the mass density and the microinertia are positive deﬁnite
on the middle surface A of the shell. Then, there exists at most one admissible state KS of Eq. (6.1) that
satisﬁes the aforementioned equations of the micropolar shell.
In order to prove the theorem, one considers, as usual, the existence of two possible sets of the admissible
state, KðnÞaS , that is, two sets of the three displacements, nine strains and nine stress resultants of order (n)
and the three microrotations, nine microstrains and nine couple stress resultants of order (n) that satisfy the
six divergence equations, eighteen gradient equations and eighteen constitutive relations of order (n). Let
the diﬀerence admissible state be in the formKðnÞS ¼ KðnÞ1S  KðnÞ2S ¼ fuðnÞi ð¼ uðnÞ2i  uðnÞ1i Þ; eðnÞij ð¼ eðnÞ2ij  eðnÞ1ij Þ; T ijðnÞð¼ T ijðnÞ2  T ijðnÞ1Þ;
/ðnÞi ð¼ /ðnÞ2i  /ðnÞ1i Þ; ðnÞij ð¼ ðnÞ2ij  ðnÞ1ij Þ; MijðnÞð¼ MijðnÞ2 MijðnÞ1Þg
ð6:2ÞBy virtue of the its linearity, the diﬀerence admissible state KðnÞS evidently satisﬁes the homogeneous system
of the 2-D equations of the micropolar shell. The homogeneous system of the 2-D shell equations consists
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(3.17), the divergence equations from Eqs. (5.4c) and (5.6c) asV iðnÞ  €A
i
ðnÞ ¼ 0; W iðnÞ  €B
i
ðnÞ ¼ 0 ð6:3Þ
the boundary conditions from Eqs. (5.5) and (5.7) asmaðT riðnÞ  babT rbðnþ1ÞdirÞ ¼ 0; on Ct  T ;
P inðnÞ ¼ 0 on Suf  T ; QinðnÞ ¼ 0 on Slf  T
uðnÞi ¼ 0 on Cu  T
ð6:4ÞandmaðMriðnÞ  babMrbðnþ1ÞdirÞ ¼ 0 on Cm  T
P ipðnÞ ¼ 0 on Suf  T ; QipðnÞ ¼ 0 on Slf  T
/ðnÞi ¼ 0 on C/  T
ð6:5Þand the initial conditions from Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23) asuðnÞi ðha; t0Þ ¼ 0; _uðnÞi ðha; t0Þ ¼ 0 on Aðt0Þ
/ðnÞi ðha; t0Þ ¼ 0; _/
ðnÞ
i ðha; t0Þ ¼ 0 on Aðt0Þ
ð6:6ÞMoreover, the total energy ES of the micropolar shell in terms of the energy densities e, k and R asES ¼
Z
V
edV ¼
Z
A
dA
Z
Z
ðk þ RÞldz ð6:7Þis recorded and the potential energy density R from Eq. (2.7) and the kinetic energy density from Eq. (2.22).
Thus, one reads for the total energies of the shell asKS ¼ 1
2
Z
A
dA
Z
Z
qð _ui _ui þ J ij _/i _/jÞldz ð6:8Þ
US ¼ 1
2
Z
A
dA
Z
Z
ðtijeij þ mijijÞldz ð6:9Þfor the diﬀerence state KS in Eq. (6.2). Expressing the deformation components by the shifted ones through
Eq. (A.10), and then substituting the series expansions (3.2) and (3.3) into Eq. (6.6), and integrating with
respect to the thickness coordinate, the kinetic energy of the shell is obtained asKS ¼ 1
2
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ð _AiðnÞ _uiðnÞ þ _B
i
ðnÞ _/
i
ðnÞÞ ð6:10Þwhere the displacement and microrotation of order (n) in Eq. (4.9) are considered.
Likewise, inserting Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) into Eq. (6.9), integrating with respect to z and applying the
Green–Gauss theorem for the regular region of the shell, the potential energy is expressed byUS ¼ Bf þ 1
2
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0


½ðT baðnÞ  barT brðnþ1ÞÞ: b þ babT b3ðnÞ  nðT 3aðn1Þ  babT 3bðnÞÞuðnÞa
þ ½T a3ðnÞ: a  babðT baðnÞ  barT brðnþ1ÞÞ þ nðT 33ðn1ÞÞuðnÞ3 þ ½ðMbaðnÞ  barMbrðnþ1ÞÞ: b þ babMb3ðnÞ
 nðM3aðn1Þ  babM3bðnÞÞ/ðnÞa þ ½Ma3ðnÞ: a  babðMbaðnÞ  barMbrðnþ1ÞÞ þ nðM33ðn1ÞÞ/ðnÞ3
 ebrðaabT r½3ðnÞ þ dbaT r½3ðnþ1ÞÞ/ðnÞa  ebrðT abðnÞ  brrT abðnþ1Þ þ RgT abðnþ2ÞÞ/ðnÞ3

ð6:11Þ
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2
I
C
dc
XN
n¼0
ma½ðT raðnÞ  babT brðnþ1ÞÞuðnÞa þ T a3ðnþ1ÞuðnÞ3 þ ðMraðnÞ  babMbrðnþ1ÞÞ/ðnÞa þMa3ðnþ1Þ/ðnÞ3  ð6:12Þin terms of the stress and couple stress resultants (3.11). On comparison of Eq. (6.12) with Eqs. (4.6) and
(4.7) and use of Eq. (6.3) for the acceleration terms, the potential energy is given byUS ¼ Be þ Bf  1
2
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ð€AiðnÞuiðnÞ þ €B
i
ðnÞ/
i
ðnÞÞ ð6:13ÞwithBe ¼ 1
2
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
½ðP inðnÞ  QinðnÞÞuðnÞi þ ðP ipðnÞ  QipðnÞÞ/ðnÞi  ð6:14ÞA substitution of Eqs. (6.10) and (6.13) into Eq. (6.7) yields the total energy asES ¼ Be þ Bf þ 1
2
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
_A
i
ðnÞ _u
ðnÞ
i þ _B
i
ðnÞ _/
ðnÞ
i  €A
i
ðnÞu
ðnÞ
i  €B
i
ðnÞ/
ðnÞ
i
 	
ð6:15Þfor the diﬀerence set of solutions KS. The stored energy density e is non-negative, by deﬁnition and initially
zero; so that the total energy ES of the micropolar shell calculated from the diﬀerence state have the same
properties.
Now, for the uniqueness of solutions, a logarithmic function (Knops and Payne, 1972) of the formGðtÞ ¼ logHðtÞ; t0 6 t1 < t < t2 6 s ð6:16Þ
withHðtÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
A
dA
Z
Z
qðuiui þ J ij/i/jÞldz at T ¼ ½t0; t1Þ ð6:17Þis introduced for the micropolar shell. The integrand of this function, and hence the function itself is non-
negative, since the mass density and the microinertia are positive deﬁnite.
Apparently, a trivial solution is implied for the diﬀerence state KS by the condition H  0 for all
t 2 [0,T]. Accordingly, without a loss of generality, H(t)  0 is taken at the time interval T1 = [t0,s1) and
T2 = [s2, t1), and also, it is assumed that H(t) > 0 at the time interval between them, s1 < t < s2. Then, it
is shown that G(t) is a convex function in the interval, namely€GðtÞ ¼
_H
H
 .
¼ H
€H  _H 2
H 2
> 0 ð6:18aÞor equivalently,v ¼ H €H  _H 2 > 0 in s1 < t < s2 ð6:18bÞ
since H(t) > 0 is considered. To verify the condition (6.18), the ﬁrst- and second-derivatives of H(t) are cal-
culated as_HðtÞ ¼
Z
A
dA
Z
Z
qð _uiui þ J ij _/i/jÞldz ð6:19Þ
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Z
A
dA
Z
Z
qð€uiui þ J ij€/i/j þ _ui _ui þ J ij _/i _/jÞldz ð6:20Þwhere the smoothness of the function is assumed. Replacing the deformation components from Eqs. (3.2)
and (3.3) together with Eq. (A.9), integrating with respect to z and recalling the components of order (n) in
Eq. (4.10), the function H(t) byHðtÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ðAiðnÞuðnÞi þ BiðnÞ/ðnÞi Þ ð6:21Þand its derivatives by_HðtÞ ¼
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ð _AiðnÞuðnÞi þ _B
i
ðnÞ/
ðnÞ
i Þ ð6:22Þ
€HðtÞ ¼
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ð€AiðnÞuðnÞi þ €B
i
ðnÞ/
ðnÞ
i þ _A
i
ðnÞ _u
ðnÞ
i þ _B
i
ðnÞ _/
ðnÞ
i Þ ð6:23Þare obtained.
As a last step, Eqs. (6.21)–(6.23) are substituted into the convexity condition with the resultv ¼ d
2G
dt2
¼
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ðAiðnÞuðnÞi þ BiðnÞ/ðnÞi Þ
Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ð€AiðnÞuðnÞi þ €B
i
ðnÞ/
ðnÞ
i Þ

Z
A
dA
XN
n¼0
ð€AiðnÞuðnÞi þ €B
i
ðnÞ/
ðnÞ
i Þ
" #2
P 0 ð6:24ÞThis is readily satisﬁed by virtue of Schwartzs inequality (e.g., Knops and Steel, 1969), and hence, the con-
vexity is established for the function G(t). By integrating twice with respect to time, the convexity condition
becomesGðtÞ ¼ logHðtÞ ¼ C0 þ C1tP 0 ð6:25Þ
With the continuity condition of the function H(t) at t = s1 and t = s2, one obtainsHðtÞ 6 ½Hðs2Þðtt1Þ=s½Hðs1Þðt1tÞ=s; s ¼ s2  s1; s1 < t < s2 ð6:26Þ
and then, contrary to the hypothesis aboveHðtÞ ¼ 0 for t 2 ½s1; s2 ð6:27Þ
since H(s1) = 0 is assumed at the outset. Thus, H(t) = 0 in the time interval s1 6 t 6 s2 and by continuity
assumptions of the ﬁeld variables KS of the micropolar shell, one arrives at the conclusion that the defor-
mation components vanish, that is to say, the diﬀerence set of solutions is trivial and Kð1ÞS and K
ð2Þ
S are iden-
tical, and hence the theorem is proved without imposing the positive-deﬁniteness of material elasticities.
The theorem may be also proved by use of the classical energy argument as was shown in thermoelastic
shells (Rubin, 1986) and in thermopiezoelectric shells (Dokmeci, 1978). Moreover, the theorem states only
that there exists at most one set of solutions for the micropolar shell. The complementary theorem that
states the condition for which there exists at least one set of solutions to the system of the 2-D equations
of the micropolar shell remains to be investigated.
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The main thrust of this paper is to derive consistently a uniﬁed theory for the high frequency vibrations
of micropolar thin elastic shells in invariant, diﬀerential and variational forms. As a ﬁrst step toward the
theory, a generalised variational principle deduced from Hamiltons principle is presented. The variational
principle leads, as its Euler–Lagrange equations, to all the 3-D fundamental equations of micropolar elas-
ticity, except the initial conditions. In the second step, the deformation ﬁeld of a micropolar shell is chosen
as a point of departure for the derivation, and it is represented by the power series expansions in the thick-
ness coordinate. Then, the series expansions of the deformation ﬁeld together with the variational principle
are used to deduce in a rational manner the hierarchical deterministic system of the 2-D equations of the
functionally graded micropolar thin shell from the 3-D fundamental equations. The 2-D shear deformable
shell equations incorporate all the signiﬁcant non-polar and polar eﬀects, and they govern all the types of
the vibrations of the micropolar shell at both low and high frequency. In the last step, the uniqueness is
investigated and the conditions suﬃcient for the uniqueness in solutions of the system of the 2-D equations
are enumerated.
The variational principle with its well-known features operating on all the ﬁeld variables in micro-
polar elasticity is the counterpart of the generalised Hellinger–Reissner variational principle in elasticity.
The system of the 2-D higher order shell equations in invariant form is quite general, has no counter-
part in micropolar elasticity, and it is readily expressible in a particular system of coordinates most suit-
able to the shell geometry. The fully variational form of the 2-D shell equations has the advantage of
free and simple choice of the trial functions in the direct computation and simultaneous approximation
upon all the ﬁeld variables. Besides, a theorem of uniqueness is proved in solutions of the system of the
2-D equations by use of the logarithmic convexity argument (i.e., without imposing the positive deﬁ-
niteness of material elasticities) in lieu of the classical energy argument used for elastic shells and plates
(cf., Green and Naghdi, 1971). On the other hand, certain cases involving special kinematics, material
and geometrical conﬁguration and the alike can be obtained from the system of the shell equations.
The order of N = 1 is the closest to Loves ﬁrst and second approximation for the elastic, anisotropic
and functionally graded micropolar shells. If the shell material is isotropic, the constitutive relations
follow from Eq. (2.11) and Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17). In the case of plates, the curvature eﬀects disappears,
that is, bab = 0 and the shell tensor becomes the Kronecker deltas, lab ¼ dab and l = 1 in Eqs. (A.3b),
(A.4)–(A.15), and the approximation of order N = 1 recovers a generalized version of the 2-D equations
of micropolar plates reported by Eringen (1967). For a micropolar thin beam of rectangular cross sec-
tions or a micropolar strip, the dependency on the width coordinate x2 is eliminated, and the deforma-
tion ﬁeld degenerates into uðnÞi ðxa; tÞ ¼ uðnÞi ðx1; tÞ and /ðnÞi ðxa; tÞ ¼ /ðnÞi ðx1; tÞ. In such a case, the system
of equations for the approximation of order N = 1 leads to the Bernoulli–Euler and Timoshenko
equations of micropolar beams (cf., Do¨kmeci, 1975). Moreover, omitting all the micropolar
terms, one recovers the higher order theories of functionally graded elastic non-polar thin shells and
plates.
Lastly, the existence, stability and error estimates of solutions and, in particular, the inclusion of the
shell parameter into the system of the 2-D equations of the micropolar shell remain to be investigated. Nev-
ertheless, the resulting equations appear to have many interesting features that will be focused on the
follow-up papers. The next step is to consider some applications as well as extensions of the system of
2-D equations involving with time and/or temperature dependent continua.Acknowledgements
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In the Euclidean 3-D space N, certain results from the diﬀerential geometry of a surface are summarized
to be self-contained in the derivation of the 2-D equations of micropolar shells, a more elaborate account of
which are given (e.g., Librescu, 1975).
Metric properties. Let hi = {ha,h3  z} be identiﬁed with a set of geodesic normal coordinates and let the
regular region of a shell space V + oV, with its boundary surface oV (=Se [ Slf [ Suf) be referred to the set
of coordinates. Also, let z = 0, z = h and z = h deﬁne the middle surface (or reference surface) A, the
lower face Slf and upper face Suf of the shell, respectively. The edge boundary surface Se is a right cylindri-
cal surface and intersects the reference surface A along a Jordan curve C. The ha-coordinate curves form a
set of curvilinear coordinates on the reference surface. With reference to the hi-set of normal coordinates,
the position vector R of a generic point P in the shell region takes the formRðhiÞ ¼ rðhaÞ þ za3ðhaÞ ðA:1Þ
subject to the restriction of the forma3  a3 ¼ 1; a3  R;aðhaÞ ¼ a3  aa ¼ a3a ¼ 0 ðA:2Þ
Here, r stands for the position vector of the projection of the point P on, aa for the tangential base vectors,
and a3 for the unit vector perpendicular to, the reference surface A. Thus, the base vectors (g
i,gi) and the
metric and conjugate tensors (gij,g
ij) of the shell region are given byga ¼ aa þ za3;a ¼ lbaab; ga ¼ ðl1Þabab; g3 ¼ g3 ¼ a3 ¼ a3 ðA:3aÞ
andgab ¼ lmalrbamr; ga3 ¼ 0; g33 ¼ 1; gab ¼ ðl1Þamðl1Þbramr; ga3 ¼ 0; g33 ¼ 1 ðA:3bÞ
in terms of those deﬁned for the reference surface A of the formaa ¼ r;a ¼ gaðhb; 0Þ; aa  ab ¼ aab ¼ gabðhr; 0Þ; a3  a3 ¼ a33 ¼ 1
aa.ab ¼ aab ¼ gabðhr; 0Þ; aa  a3 ¼ aa3 ¼ 0; aararb ¼ dab
ðA:4ÞHere, lab or ðl1Þab denotes the shell tensor that plays the role of shifters between the space and surface ten-
sors, and it is deﬁned bylab ¼ dab  zbab; larðl1Þrb ¼ dab ðA:5Þ
with the relations of the forml ¼ jlabj ¼ ðg=aÞ1=2 ¼ 1 2zRm þ z2Rg; g ¼ jgijj; a ¼ jaabj
lðl1Þab ¼ dab þ zðbab  brrdabÞ ¼ dab þ zdab; dab ¼ bab  brrdab; akadbk ¼ dab
ðA:6ÞThe mean curvature Rm and the Gaussian curvature Rg of the reference surface A are given byRm ¼ 12baa; Rg ¼ jbabj ðA:7Þ
In the above equations, aab and bab denote, respectively, the ﬁrst and second fundamental form of the ref-
erence surface. The third fundamental form is given by cab ¼ barbrb.
Relationships between space and surface tensors. A vector v may be expressed in terms of either the base
vectors (gi,g
i) of the shell space V or those (ai,a
i) of the reference surface A, namelyv ¼ vigi ¼ vigi ¼ vaaa þ v3a3 ¼ vaaa þ v3a3 ðA:8Þ
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i) of the vector v indicated by an overbar are associated with the components
(vi,v
i) byva ¼ lbavb; va ¼ ðl1Þabvb; va ¼ ðl1Þbavb; va ¼ labvb; v3 ¼ v3 ¼ v3 ¼ v3 ðA:9ÞMoreover, the e-alternating tensor for the reference surface is deﬁned byeab ¼ eab3ðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ eab3
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
; eab ¼ eab3ðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ eab3= ﬃﬃﬃap ; eab ¼ leab; eab ¼ l1eab ðA:10Þwhere (eab or eab) is the absolute surface tensors, (eijk or e
ijk) is the alternating tensor and (eijk or e
ijk) denotes
the usual alternating symbol.
Certain useful identities of the formva;b ¼ lmaðvm:b  bmbv3Þ; va;b ¼ ðl1Þamðvm: b  bmbv3Þ
va;3 ¼ lmavm;3; v3;a ¼ v3;a þ bbavb; va;3 ¼ ðl1Þabvb;3; v3;a ¼ v3;a þ babvb
v3;3 ¼ v3;3 ¼ v3;3 ¼ v3;3 ¼ v3;3
ðA:11Þand thosellmav
ab
;b ¼ ðllmgvgbÞ: b  llmaðl1Þbkbkbva3  lbmbv3b
lv3a;a ¼ ðlv3aÞ: a þ llmabmbvab  lðl1Þambmbv33
lbav
a3
;3 ¼ ðlbava3Þ;3
ðA:12Þfor the components of an asymmetric tensor vij, and thatlva;a ¼ ðlvaÞ: a  lðl1Þabbbav3 ðA:13Þ
for a vector ﬁeld vi, and relation of the forml;3 ¼ lðl1Þabbba ðA:14Þ
are recorded, and they are used in replacing the covariant derivatives with respect to the space metrics by
those with respect to the surface metrics.
Diﬀerential elements. The surface element dS on the faces, the area element dA on the reference surface,
associated with the volume element dV, and the line element along a Jordan curve C are given in the formdV ¼ ﬃﬃﬃgp dh1 dh2 dz ¼ dS dz ¼ ldAdz; dA ¼ ﬃﬃﬃap dh1 dh2; nadS ¼ lma dcdz ðA:15Þ
where, ni and mi are the unit vectors normal to the boundary surface oV and the edge surface Se of the shell.Appendix B
Nomenclature
N Euclidean 3-D space
hi(ha,h
3  z) ﬁxed, right-handed system of geodesic normal coordinates
t,T [t0, t1) time, time interval
k,R; K,U kinetic and potential energy densities, total kinetic and potential energies
L Lagrangian function
d*W virtual work
K admissible state
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e,E stored energy density and total energy
ni,mi unit outward vectors normal to oX and S
tij,mij stress and couple stress tensors
q; f i, li mass density; body force and body couple vectors
ui; aið¼ €uiÞ displacement and acceleration vectors
/i,b
j,Jij microrotation and microacceleration vectors (=J ij€/i), microinertia tensor
ui; /i shifted components of the displacement and microrotation vectors
H prescribed steady temperature increment
eij, ij linear strain and microstrain tensors
Bij,Cijkl,Dijkl material constants
ti,mi stress and couple stress vectors
eijk alternating tensor
2h,Z = [h,h] uniform thickness of micropolar shell, thickness interval
R0 least principal radius of curvature of the shell middle surface
s = 2h/R0 shell parameter
V,oV shell region V with its boundary surface oV
A,C middle (reference) surface of the shell and a Jordan curve that bounds A
dc,dA,dS line element along C, and area element on the middle surface A and on the upper and lower
faces of the shell
vijðnÞ quantity v
ij of order (n)References
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